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RECRUITMENT 

 

REFERENCE NUMBER: COMOFF0220 

JOB TITLE: Commercial Officer 

LOCATION:  Denham, Middlesex 

 

Martin-Baker is the world's leading manufacturer of ejection seats and related equipment. 

It is the only company that can offer a fully integrated escape system that satisfies the very latest in pilot 
operational capability and safety standards. Martin-Baker offers a complete 'end-to-end service’, from 
helping the customer to establish operational safety and escape requirements, including design, 
development and qualification, to on-going support throughout the entire service life of the aircraft. 

DEPARTMENT NAME:  Commercial 

JOB DESCRIPTION  

 
A vacancy has arisen for a Commercial Officer supporting the World Group team in the Commercial 
Operations Department at the Denham site. This position will be responsible for the effective commercial 
account management of allocated customer accounts within the World Group team.  The role is focussed 
on the preparation of bids and proposals in accordance with Company procedures, the negotiation of new 
contracts, the management of existing contracts and the overall management of our relationships with 
customers. 
 
The main areas of responsibility are: 
 

- Customer relationships – to build and maintain professional and mutually beneficial customer 
relationships, the focal point for customer queries (generally customer’s procurement team). 

- Bid negotiation and preparation – preparation of routine bids including spares and support 
equipment using SAP data, proposals and / or quotations; contributory role in preparation of major 
bids, proposals and/or quotations for review and approval. Form part of cross functional project 
team in proposal / tender situation. 

- SAP – preparation of accurate SAP data entry instructions, and the use of SAP to answer queries 
and generate reports. 

- Efficient management of contract administration including invoice management, customer reports, 
and proactive management of blocks on orders etc.   

- New business / business development – to possess a detailed understanding of customer needs in 
order to support the identification of business opportunities. 

- Debt management – understand fully the debt status of accounts and proactive work to reduce 
debt.  

- Negotiation of contract, changes and associated terms with allocated customer accounts up to 
specified authority levels and in accordance with the approved bid terms. 

- Contract management - ensure any new and / or updated customer requirements are known and 
understood by relevant Department managers in a timely fashion.   

- Represent the Department and / or Company internally and externally as required both in UK and 
elsewhere. 
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EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS: 
 

- Ideally qualified to degree level in a Business, Law or Engineering Discipline  
 
PERSON SPECIFICATION: 
 

- Confident, self-motivated, professional individual with a high level of customer focus. 
- The ability to build and develop relationships within Martin-Baker and with customers. 
- Commercially aware, able to identify and mitigate risks to the business. 
- High attention to detail. 
 

SPECIFIC/TECHNICAL SKILLS 
 

- Strong literacy and numeracy, able to present professional written offers to customers. 
- High level of IT skills, confident user of Outlook, Word and Excel. 

 
KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE 
 

- Prior experience in a Contracts/Commercial role within the aerospace/defence industry would be a 
benefit but individuals with experience in other industries would be considered if they can 
demonstrate transferable skills. 

 
For all successful candidates, Martin-Baker will undertake background security checks. As part 
of this, we will need to confirm your identity, employment history and address history to cover 
the past five years as well as your nationality, immigration status and criminal record. For 
positions that require Security Clearance, the successful candidate must hold or be willing to 
obtain security clearance up to the relevant level for the role.  
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